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Introduction

Quick Reference Guides

Estimation

Project Estimation

Continuity provides tools for performing software
project estimations using the models that you build.

Use this guide to get started with the project
estimation tools in Continuity.

There are currently two types of estimation tools
implemented by Continuity:
๏ Planning Poker estimations; and
๏ Function Point Analysis estimations.
Estimation Tools
The estimation tools are located in the Catalogues
context menu as follows:
๏ Right-click on a package in the Catalogues
browser and navigate to the “Estimation” menu
item.

Estimation Theory
Virtually all structured estimation methods for
software intensive systems are based on the same
underlying principles:
๏ First, establish a sizing.
๏ Second, apply multiplying factors to the sizing
to establish an estimate.
Generally, estimation methods follow this general
formula:
Count * Multiplier = Estimate
The sizing process, the measurements involved and
the manner in which the sizing process or
multiplying factors are constrained (for example, by
making assumptions or issuing prioritisations) vary
depending on the edicts of the estimation
methodology.
The diagram on the next page illustrates a “metamodel” for estimation that broadly applies to
software intensive systems estimation techniques
and explains the key elements of these:
๏ Sizing is established by:

๏ Select one of the tools provided. This will open
the estimation tool window.
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Important Note: The selected package will be used
as the root element, or “scope”, for the selected
estimation tool’s analysis. The tool will analyse this
element and its children in the model hierarchy.

๏ First, building an Estimation Model. This is
usually some form of structured artefact that
describes the software to be estimated in a
manner in which a size can be calculated. The
model will include key details that can be
measured quantitively or qualitatively called
Sizing Metrics. Di erent estimation methods
approach building the model in quite di erent
ways and employ di erent kinds of Sizing
Metrics.

Estimation Meta-Model

๏ An Estimate is then established by:
๏ Applying Multipliers to the established Sizing.
These Multipliers are Context Sensitive in that
di erent Multipliers will be applied to di erent
components of the Sizing and that the strength
of the Multipliers used are often “ ne-tuned”
by the estimation team’s experience and
objectives.
๏ Finally, all Estimates have Error, i.e. estimates
are never (and cannot ever be) 100% accurate
due to lack of information. Whilst the Frame of
Uncertainty attempts to address this it can never
account for all eventualities. Error comes from
two main sources in an estimation:
๏ Model Error is the error inherent in the
Estimation Model. This is exists because the
model might not include everything that should
be included that is within the scope of the
estimation. E.g. the team forgot to estimate a
feature or function, or the estimation method
used systemically neglects to account for
important properties.
๏ Error is the error of the estimate itself and is
due to error in the Multipliers, and the values of
the Multipliers, used.
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๏ Second, the Estimation Model is constrained by establishing a Frame of Uncertainty for it. This frame
acknowledges the incompleteness of the information implicit in any estimation endeavour. It attempts to cater for
this incompleteness by explicitly stating the basis upon which the Estimation Model is considered valid. It
comprises Constraints (factors that come from outside the scope of the thing being estimated, such as budget,
sta ng or the number of hours in a day, and are therefore exogenous) and Assumptions (factors that are inside
the scope of estimation, i.e. endogenous, for example “we’ll solve this requirement in this way rather than this
way”). The Frame of Uncertainty is usually established concurrently with the building of the Estimation Model, e.g.
by documenting assumptions and constraints as the model is created.

The diagram on this page illustrates these core
estimation concepts and shows how the two
methods incorporated into Continuity, Planning
Poker and Function Point Analysis, relate to these.

Planning Poker
Planning Poker is a popular technique within the
agile fraternity in the IT industry for performing
estimations of software development projects. The
technique focuses on establishing a sizing by
appealing to the knowledge, experience and expertise
of the software team and then applying a multiplier
that converts this sizing into an estimate. Both the
sizing and multiplier used are highly context sensitive,
with the primary contextual factor being the people in
the software team and what they collectively
understand the sizes and multipliers to mean. This
means that the estimates and sizes established and
multipliers used are rarely transferrable between
teams. The focus of Planning Poker is on the team
working e ectively together, and honing their
estimation skills over time, to establish accurate
estimates.
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The Sizing Metric in Planning Poker is an abstract
concept called the “Velocity Point”. Velocity of
delivery is simply the number of Velocity Points that
the team can deliver in any unit of time (and thus
budget) and cannot be interpreted without the context
of the team. A team will start by establishing the
functional and non-functional requirements of an
element of software (functional requirements can be
established for example using User Stories, Features,
Use Cases, Activity Diagrams, Flow Charts, UI
Wireframes and other such models). They then
participate in a “game” of Planning Poker in which
they jointly agree the number of Velocity Points that is
a fair representation of the software element’s size.
The larger the number of Velocity Points they award,
the larger and more complicated they believe the
software element to be.

The Planning Poker “game” is so-called because the
process usually involves the estimation team
convening in a common space, with each team
member “voting” on a sizing by using a specialist
pack-of-cards comprising cards with numeric or
abstract “Small/Medium/Large” type denominations
printed on them. Team members discuss the software
requirements, their solution ideas, assumptions, and
constraints before considering — in silence — their
size “vote” and then revealing that vote
simultaneously with the other team members so as to
avoid particularly vocal or in uential members
“anchoring” the result. Di erences in votes, and the
reasons for these, are openly discussed before
agreement on a collective size allocation being
reached.

this knowledge to improve the next estimation they
perform, over time evolving their way towards more
accurate estimates.
Support for Planning Poker in Continuity
The Planning Poker Estimation window in Continuity
provides a summary of the Planning Poker Points
allocated to each element within the package
selected for analysis.
The Planning Poker Estimation window looks like
the below:

The key to awarding Velocity Points is not in the
absolute values that the team agrees on, but rather in
the values relative to other software elements that the
team has or will work on. Thus, Velocity Points allows
a team to declare that one software element is larger
and more complicated than another one.
To convert the awards Velocity Points into an
estimate, the estimation team apply a multiplying
factor, known as Velocity, which is the number of
Velocity Points the team can deliver in a unit of time.
By dividing the total awarded Velocity Points by the
team’s Velocity, they can establish an estimate of the
time (and thus budget) required for delivery.
Once the team complete delivery of the software, they
will then review their actual experience against their
estimate, and ne-tune their understanding of both
their actual Velocity achieved and their mistakes in
establishing the Velocity Point sizing. They then use

You can allocate Planing Poker Points to any element
in your model through the Element’s Properties
window:

Function Point Analysis

Method Overview

Introduction

Function Point Counting attempts to quantify the size
of a software element by counting “Function Points”.
A Function Point is an abstract concept that is
derived into several kinds:

Function Point Analysis, FPA, or Function Point
Counting, is a formally-de ned estimation technique
in which the estimation team identi es (counts)
certain kinds of well-known elements of their
software, called “Function Points”, to size the
estimate. The terminology used within the Function
Point Counting domain can seem somewhat
confusing but all of the terms relate to concepts that
are likely to be familiar to those involved in software
engineering. Continuity has a relatively sophisticated
FPA implementation that is aimed at simplifying the
estimation experience and making is accessible to
users. The implementation also allows users to
specify the stage of “information acquisition” they are
at (i.e. where they are in a project lifecycle), allowing
the tool to be used from the very early stages of a
project (high-level project estimates on limited details)
right through to when it is close to completion.
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The formal de nition of a Function Point means that
there is not as much room for variation of
interpretation of what a Function Point is across
di erent estimation domains. In this sense FPA counts
are 100% transferrable between teams. However,
though Function Points are transferrable between
teams, FPA estimation results are not. FPA estimates
mix formally-de ned Function Points with a
measurement of the team’s Productivity, and
productivity is team-speci c. If you want a di erent
team to provide an estimate, you need to apply their
Productivity metric to the counted Function Points.

๏ Internal Logic Files or “ILFs”. You will know
these as information-structural elements such as
entities in your app’s domain or tables in a
database schema.
๏ External Interface Files or “EIFs”. You will
know these as the “contracts” behind the
interfaces that your app provides to others apps,
such as Web Services or APIs.
๏ External Outputs, or “EOs”. These are outputs
that your app provides to other apps and/or to
users. For example, reports, CSV les.
๏ External Inputs, “EIs”. These are inputs to your
app from other apps or from users. For example,
data entered on a UI screen or read from a
sensor.
๏ External Queries, “EQs”. These are the queries
that your app supports for users and other apps.
For example, results displayed on a UI screen.
Function Point Counting estimation asks you to build
lists of these di erent types of Function Points,
together with details about the complexity of some of
them, with the count of Function Points on these lists
comprising the sizing part of the estimate. Following
this, multiplying factors are applied to calculate the
estimate result.

Function Point Counting and Planning Poker are
similar in that they both, along with many other
estimation methods, follow the general approach:
Count * Multiplier = Estimate
The following table illustrates this for Planning Poker
and Function Point Counting:
Method

Count

Multipler

Planning Poker

Velocity Points

Velocity

Function Point
Counting

Function Points Productivity

As you can see, these two di erent techniques are
very similar at this high-level. The main di erence
between them is formality of the de nition of what is
being counted.
Support for Function Point Analysis in Continuity
Before you can create a Function Point Counting
estimate, you will need to establish a model that will
be used as input by the tool.
The model can be either:
๏ An Information Model, such as an Entity
Domain Model, Platform Independent Model
(PIM) such as a class model, or a Platform
Speci c Model (PSM) such as a Physical
Database Model.
๏ A Functional Model, such as a Use Case or
Epics & User Stories model.

Tip: An easy way to get familiar with the Function
Point Counting tool without needing to spend time
building a model is to import an RDBMS schema into
Continuity using its ODBC import feature. You can
then use this as the basis for your exploration of the
tool’s features!

The Estimation tab on this window provides the
primary estimation tools. You can perform an
Information Model estimate or Function Model
estimate by selecting one of either of the two tabs
below this.

We will cover the Settings tab a bit later in this guide,
for now we will assume the default settings are
correct and instead focus on how to perform a simple
Information Model estimate.
๏ Select the “Information Model” tab in the
Function Point Count Estimation window.
๏ Select the “Information Model Type” that you
would like to use. In our example for this guide
we will use a “Physical Database Model”. This
assumes that the model being analysed is a
RDBMS table structure, for example as created
by Continuity’s ODBC schema import feature.

Performing an Estimate
Right-click over the package in your model that you
would like to perform an estimation on. Open the
Function Point Counting tool by navigating to the
“Estimation” menu and selecting “Function Point
Counting…”.
The Settings tab on this window allows you to adjust
the formalised Assumptions / Constraints and key
Multipliers available to you in the analysis.

๏ If your model has nested sub-packages, you can
elect to include these in the analysis by selecting
the “Recurse Child Packages” option.
This will open the Function Point Counting tool
window.

Important Notes:
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๏ DETs, or “Data Element Types”, is the FPA
terminology for the elds on a domain entity,
attributes on a class, or the columns on a table.
For instance, if you model’s classes have
attributes then the tool will pick these up as
DETs.
๏ FTRs, or “File Type References”, is the FPA
terminology for relationships on a domain entity,
associations or references on a class, or foreign
keys on a table. If your model’s classes have
associations, these will be picked up as FTRs.

Tip: By default, the Function Point Counting tool will
interrogate your model to nd the DETs and FTRs to
count in the analysis. You can elect ignore these if
you wish, and specify your own “assumed” DETs and/
or FTRs; simply select the “Assume” checkboxes and
enter your assumed DETs or FTRs manually. This is
quite useful if your model is very high-level and
doesn’t include any of the structures needed to
workout the DETs and FTRs, such as attributes on
your classes or links that associate them.
๏ Next, select the “Perform Count” button in the
Function Point Count Estimation window. After
the analysis is complete, the results will be
presented in text format in the panel at the
bottom of the Window.

estimated time and e ort.

Tip: You can select, copy and paste these text results
out of the Function Point Counting window and use
as required.

Note: The settings that you con gure will be saved
against the Package that you have used as the root
for your estimation (this is the model Package that
you right-selected when opening the Function Point
Counting tool). This means that they are saved for
future estimations and are shared with other users in
Continuity.

Adjusting Settings

Qualities / Characteristics

The Settings tab provides you the ability to con gure
the multipliers for your Function Point Counting
estimates.
All settings have default values that may or may not
be fair in your context, so you if you intend to create
accurate estimates you will need to review these and
adjust as needed. The settings are grouped into three
sets:
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๏ Scroll down to the bottom of the text results to
see all of the output. At the bottom you will nd
a summary of the analysis which includes the

๏ Multiplying Factors which covers constraints
such as hourly rates and the number of hours in
a day as well as assumptions regarding the your
team’s productivity in delivering counted
Function Points (“language level”, being the
number of Function Points your team can deliver
in a month).

๏ The Qualities / Characteristics section, which
covers a number of non-functional aspects of
your software.
๏ SDLC (“Software Delivery Life-Cycle”) Split,
which allows you to con gure the expected
balance of e ort across the di erent phases of
your project.

๏ Adjust to suit the balance of in uence of these
system qualities in your context. Values can be
set between 0 and 5 (0 being insigni cant and 5
signi cant). Try to re ect a balance of values
across these qualities and avoid setting them all
to “5” or “0” (they can’t all be signi cant or
insigni cant!).
SDLC Split
๏ Adjust to re ect the % of a project that is
dedicated to each SDLC component. Ensure
that the combined %s make 100%!
Multiplying Factors
๏ Adjust rate / time constraints. The “Language
Level” setting provides upper/lower level of
productivity for your team (i.e. the number of
Function Points they can deliver per month).

